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Information for Shifters for Hodoscope Only Replay and Data Check

To navigate to the BBTH directory and set up the environment, follow the steps below.
ssh a-onl@onl4 (or any adaqfcs machine)
cd sbs
source sbsenv.sh
cd BBHodo_replay
source setup_local.sh
To replay a data run follow the steps below. Currently we check the raw BBTH data but will stop using
this after the first couple of commissioning runs.
analyzer
.L replay_BBHodoRaw.C+
replay_BBHodoRaw(10746)
10746 is the run number. The default number of events to replay is set to 50k. It is not recommended
to change this. If it is necessary to run more events enter the required number as a second argument
when calling the replay function: e.g. replay_BBHodoRaw(10746, 100000) or -1 for all events. If more
than 50k events are run, the online analysis will need to be updated to search for the new filename
format. Ask an expert if you are not sure how to do this.
To run the online analysis and view the distributions follow the steps below.
cd ~/sbs/BBHodo_replay/HodoSW/online
./online -r 10746 -f BBTH_ShiftCrew.cfg
The Hall A Online GUI will launch. Click through the pages. If everything looks ok, “Print All” and save
as “bbhodo_10746.pdf” in the ~/sbs/BBHodo_replay/HodoSW/online/summaryfiles directory.
Page 1: TDC reference channels (Figure 1). We look for mostly multiplicity 1 hits and Leading Edge (LE)
and Trailing Edge (TE) distributions which are separated in time. The TE distributions must follow the
LE ones. The LE and TE distributions are shown in red and blue respectively.
Page 2: TDC information for the 178 PMTs (Figure 2). The plots show PMT ID on the y-axes and TDC
information on the x-axes. We expect the row at y==89 to be empty. We want to see LE and TE entries
for each PMT, and no PMTs with extremely different hit multiplicities. We are looking for positive
values for time over threshold (Tot) distributions and the distributions should be roughly aligned.
Page 3: Bar level TDC information (Figure 3). The y-axes show bar IDs (of the 89 bars) and the x-axes
show bar TDC information. We want the L/R bar mean time distributions to be roughly aligned. We
want reconstructed time differences for each bar. We want the total hits per bar/left/right PMTs to
be consistent with each other.
Page 4: fADC diagnostics (Figure 4). We have a subset of 64 PMTs connected to fADCs. We are looking
for any missing PMT distributions and any distributions which look out of the ordinary compared to
the others. Pedestals should only be a few bins wide. Currently fADC channel 35 is known to be noisy.
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Figure 1: Page 1, diagnostics for TDC reference channels.

Figure 2: Page 2, PMT TDC plots.
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Figure 3: Page 3, BBTH bar-level distributions

Figure 4: Page 4, fADC diagnostic plots for a subset of 64 PMTs.
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Information for Experts for Hodoscope Only Replay and Data Check

To navigate to the BBTH directory and set up the environment, follow the steps below.
ssh a-onl@onl4 (or any adaqfcs machine)
cd sbs
source sbsenv.sh
cd BBHodo_replay
source setup_local.sh
To replay a data run follow the steps below. Currently we check the raw BBTH data but will stop using
this after the first couple of commissioning runs.
analyzer
.L replay_BBHodoRaw.C+
replay_BBHodoRaw(10746)
10746 is the run number. The default number of events to replay is set to 50k. It is not recommended
to change this. If it is necessary to run more events enter the required number as a second argument
when calling the replay function: e.g. replay_BBHodoRaw(10746, 100000) or -1 for all events. If more
than 50k events are run, the online analysis will need to be updated to search for the new filename
format. Ask an expert if you are not sure how to do this.
To run the next stage of the hodoscope analysis:
cd ~/sbs/BBHodo_replay/HodoSW/online
analyzer
.L PlotRawTDC2DfADC.C+
PlotRawTDC2DfADC(“e1209019_bbhodo_10746_50000”,-1)
The -1 indicates to run over all 50k events.
To run the online analysis and view the distributions follow the steps below.
./online -r 10746 -f BBTH_RawTDC2D.cfg
The Hall A Online GUI will launch. Click through the pages. If everything looks ok, “Print All” and save
as “bbhodo_10746.pdf” in the ~/sbs/BBHodo_replay/HodoSW/online/summaryfiles directory.
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